Find Data Sets

Yale University Library has over 10,000 data sets ranging from statistical data to linguistics corpora, to GIS data, to image data sets. You can easily find data sets by selecting “Data sets” from the format facet:

In addition to “Data sets” selected from the format facet, to find a specific kind of data set, you can add an additional Form/Genre from the Subject (Genre) facet such as:

- Statistics [2] (for numeric data sets)
- Text corpora [3] (for text data sets)
- Image [4] (for image data sets)
- Geospatial data [5] (for geospatial data sets)
Although most of our data sets are freely available to the Yale University community, some data sets are restricted by license or usage agreements, which requires consulting with library staff. In such a case, you see this link text in a bibliographic record.

Clicking on it will automatically open a new email for you and prefill the email address to our data librarians and subject.

**Source URL:** https://web.library.yale.edu/quicksearch/find-data-sets

**Links**

[1] https://search.library.yale.edu/catalog?_=1584367252483&amp;f%5Bformat%5D%5B%5D=Data+Sets&amp;q= &amp;rows=25&amp;search_field=all_fields
[2] https://search.library.yale.edu/catalog?f%5Bformat%5D%5B%5D=Data+Sets&amp;f%5Bsubject_form_facet%5D%5B%5D=Statistics&amp;q= &amp;search_field=all_fields
[3] https://search.library.yale.edu/catalog?f%5Bformat%5D%5B%5D=Data+Sets&amp;f%5Bsubject_form_facet%5D%5B%5D=Text+corpora&amp;q= &amp;rows=25&amp;search_field=all_fields
[4] https://search.library.yale.edu/catalog?_=1584367203639&amp;f%5Bformat%5D%5B%5D=Images&amp;q= &amp;rows=25&amp;search_field=all_fields
[5] https://search.library.yale.edu/catalog?_=1584367252483&amp;f%5Bformat%5D%5B%5D=Data+Sets&amp;f%5Bsubject_form_facet%5D%5B%5D=Geospatial+data&amp;q= &amp;rows=25&amp;search_field=all_fields